“Strateg Ukraine” LLC – leading
Ukrainian manufacturer of the games
and creative sets for kids! 10 years of
experience and million happy smiles
of the children!

• Our main company’s concept – to invent and
produce really useful games and toys for children
of all ages.
• We create only those games that develops children
skills, discover imagination and art potential, logical
thinking and concentration.
• “Strateg Ukraine” LLC as a manufacturer with 10
years experience can responsibly declare that our
games complete safe for your kids, because of our
quality control of all stages of manufacturing
starting from raw material ending with individual
package.
https://www.strateg.ua/
+380633989834

Sets of Art

•

Create your own cocktail-bar and feed your
friends with help of “Sweet Cocktals” set.
All accessories for young barkeeper
included - cramps, glasses and cups. The
cocktails themselves can be made from a
special mass for sculpting, and decorating
the finished dishes will help a lot of
additional details - tubes, fruits and glitter
fillers. The mass for sculpting different
colors is easily blended, very soft and
taking any shape

•

To prepare the famous treat - donuts
and other sweets will help the baby
set "Mr. Dough - Mini Sweets." You can
sphantasize any kind of tasty treat and
put it out of a special dough. The
dough is very plastic, different colors
are easily mixed, it does not get dirty
hands and can take any shape. It has
bright colors and is absolutely safe.
Ready-made flavors can be put in a
special beautiful box.

https://www.strateg.ua/
+380633989834

Sets of Art

•

Big construction begins! Tractor-loader is
• The set "Children's Workshop for Girls 5 in
ready to take building materials to new
1" will help combine entertainment with
buildings. Kinetic sand consisting of natural
creativity, develop the girl's fantasy and
sand, bound into one mass by a polymer,
artistic abilities. It is suitable for a small
allows you to make any game fantasy or
artist, a novice sculptor, an amateur to
house. During the game, the child will
make original gifts and creative jewelry with
wash, shape, compress and stretch the
her own hands. The main condition is that
sand mass, developing motor skills and
the fantasy of a small craftsman is
motor skills in addition to fantasy. The box
necessary, and everything else is in the set in which the set is packed is a 3D playing
coloring, engraving, a voluminous figure, a
field with roads, a river, parks and places
painting of plasticine, a 3D puzzle, beads.
for the construction of buildings. https://www.strateg.ua/
+380633989834

«Mister Dough»

•

Plastic dough is a useful acquisition
for the baby, it develops the
imagination and small motor skills
of the kid. The set includes 22 sticks
of multicolored dough with
sparkles. And it also has
instructions, plastic moulds and a
safe stack for creating figures. Each
element smells like delicious fruit,
you can easily mix and embody bold
fantasies!

•

Creativity is a very important skill
important for harmonious
development of an individual. "Mr.
Dough" is a wonderful set that is
designed for children over three
years old. The set consists of
twelve of the most popular dough
colors, and also supplemented with
auxiliary elements that will help
the baby to create.

https://www.strateg.ua/
+380633989834

Table Games

•

Quest-game for a company of 2-6 people is •
interesting not only for children, but also
adults, will give the opportunity to spend
time fascinating with family, while
developing attentiveness, tactical thinking
and having much fun. A large and colorful
playing field represents the premises of a
castle with decoration, surrounded by a
river. Game including cards with images of
characters, opponents, weapons and things,
special life chips and a roulette of fate.

A fascinating game that requires attentiveness
and speed of reactions - a lotto with wooden
chips will give the company up to 12 people an
opportunity to have fun, the age of the players
is not important. The rules of the game can be
changed as desired - each player can take
either two or one card, you can fill out the
entire card or only one line - it all depends on
the wishes of the players. Complete with 24
playing fields with numbers, 90 wooden chips,
60 cardboard chips, instructions

https://www.strateg.ua/
+380633989834

Table Games

•

Think through strategy, tactical moves,
prepare an offensive and defeat the enemy!
You can play in the company from 2 to 6
people, on a large playing field measuring 75
x 75 cm, made in the form of a puzzle on
which the armies are located and battles are
held. Players can join teams. Each of the
player can choose one of six species of insects
- grasshoppers, beetles, bees, etc. Each
species has unique combat skills and abilities
- speed, strength, range.

•

https://www.strateg.ua/
+380633989834

Split into teams. Cards with words of
different difficulty level are available for
you. Players take turns pulling cards. And
they explain the words meaning.
Gestures, facial expressions, antonyms,
synonyms are your tools. You have 1 a
minute! Beside complexity levels, you
have bonus cards which brings to the
player more points and gives you 2
minutes. But! You will have to explain only
in the way that is indicated in the map.

Developing Puzzles

•

This set consists of 63 elements of different
•
shapes and sizes and is intended for babies
from 3 years old. The kit also includes
instructions with a detailed description of the
games. The elements of the puzzle are made of
high-quality cardboard and are well connected
into a picture. The assembly of a puzzle not
only helps to develop numeracy skills, but also
positively affects logical thinking, memory and
small motor skills. It's recommended to use in
preschool institutions.

The English Alphabet is an educational
puzzle that consists of 96 large elements
with different shapes and sizes and is
intended for babies from the age of 3. All
elements of the puzzle are made of highquality cardboard and are well connected
into a picture. The assembly of such a
puzzle not only helps to develop language
skills, but also positively affects logical
thinking, memory and small motor skills.

https://www.strateg.ua/
+380633989834

We will be happy to answer any your question and
supply you with high quality products
Your manager – Evgeniy Litvinov
: +38063-398-9834
Email: evgeniy.litvinov@strateg.ua
https://www.strateg.ua/

